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Nine Assessors from the WCC Diploma Assessment team gathered on 6th February to review
four print panel submissions.
We are very pleased to say that all four applicants were successful. The Assessors were very
pleased with the standard of work presented and they lingered over each panel, enjoying
the amount of effort put in and the details of individual pictures. We needed a large team
on this occasion so that we could assess four different topics: General Photography,
Landscape, Abstract & Pattern and Creative Photography.

Sue Abbott LRPS WSDP
Specialised Diploma in Creative Photography

Sue writes:
"I absolutely love taking photographs. My hobby started in 2008 when due to a cancelled
holiday I enrolled on a six week photography course.
Too often people look at an object and that’s all they see. My panel shows examples of
how I look at objects. I want to inspire others to look at everyday objects in a different
way.
My Creative Panel shows how I like to transform the ordinary into something that will
challenge the viewer.
Enrolling for a Diploma has made me concentrate on my photography. Instead of taking
photographs, which I love, I focused on my Creative Panel. I had wonderful support from
Clive, who encouraged me all the way."
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An adventurous panel with a splendid and diverse selection of imagery showing a wide
range of techniques, in a presentation full of vivacity and impact.
There are no weak images – all pictures are interesting and successful, not only as individual prints but also as a strong synergistic contribution to the overall appearance and
harmony of the panel.
The presentation reveals strong evidence of a personal style coupled with a very imaginative use of creative techniques. The panel has many intriguing images which evoke a
sense mystery.
Each image invites the viewer to look closer and explore a new world.

Craqualine

Glasses
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Nick writes:
"My twin passions are being in the big outdoors and trying to take photographs that capture
the magic of the countryside. When I joined the Club I was still struggling to make good
landscape images. I would look at other people's images and think 'why can't I make my
images as good?' Always up for a challenge I signed up for the Specialised Diploma in
Landscape to learn how to get better. I started last winter and worked through the spring
and summer to amass a large number of images in a variety of styles. It was then that the
real value of the diploma process kicked in when I got invaluable advice from Eric on how to
rationalise my images and create an effective panel, which I then tested on Martin.
The images were taken whilst walking in the Lake District, Snowdonia, Anglesey, the Pennine Way, the Wiltshire Downs, the Jurassic Coast, the Dolomites and Kings Canyon National
Park.
Weight is an issue when walking so I use my micro four thirds Olympus EM5 Mk II with a
12-40mm lens.
One of the challenges of taking photographs while walking is the conditions at the time you
arrive at the location, which depend upon the time of day. the weather and the season.
Seeing my final 15 images in the panel made me realise that I was finally beginning to capture the magic of the countryside."

Assessors' Comments:
The overall presentation of the panel works really well.
Classic panelling using 3 tiers presents good design, harmony and balance.
Good variety of images.
Considering that Nick took these whilst doing long walks and constantly on the move,
they are of very high quality.
The lighting works well providing a good depth to the landscapes, for example, no. 4.
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No. 12 shows a good perspective along with no.7 with both using a firm 'lead-in line' to
take the eye into the image.
No 13 the inclusion of human figure provides scale and a sense of narrative.
No. 14 makes very good use of the 'White Horse' earthwork to add interest.
The differing speed of water is well controlled.
There is a good subtle use of Photoshop or Lightroom, however some assessors considered the gradient / burning-in tonal control, particularly in the sky to be a little strong
for the subject, eg. No.2.
Overall there is evidence of personal input and style creating an interesting panel, which
is up to the standard required for the Specialised Landscape Diploma

Man of War Bay
Dolomite Sunset
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Note from Clive To date the Club has awarded some 26 WCC Diplomas
If you feel spurred on by these successes and want to improve your photography, do join the
WCC Diploma Scheme.
With over 20 topics to choose from, there's plenty of information in the Members' Area of
the website and the Diploma Team is ready to help you.

This report is from Gill Haynes who organised the evening
Seven of WCC's talented photographers took part in this most enjoyable evening.
They showed a wide range of beautiful and individual work, and described their own special
approach to photography.
's AVs included dramatic images, ranging from landscapes to cityscapes. Many
of his images were taken at dawn or after dark. A dedicated photographer, Mark was setting
off for Scotland immediately after his contribution, to catch the wintery weather!
Alone

Out of the Dark

gave a fascinating talk on her very imaginative composite images, explaining
the inspiration behind them. She also included some of her delightful portraits of children.
Welcoming
Autumn

Owl Priestess
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took us to Japan with 'Japan in 57 Varieties', illustrating his personal response to
Japanese culture, through beautiful images and an insightful commentary.

's AVs, inspired by her travels, were 'Along the Ganges to Varanasi', 'Meeting
the faces of the world', 'Chasing the Tuscany Dawn'. Her contribution included many excellent portraits and painterly landscapes.

Lake with birds

Chandra

s love of the Worcestershire countryside was reflected in her beautiful landscapes
and imaginative studies of the natural world, especially trees and flowers.
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presented 'Travels in Madagascar - People, Places and Wildlife'. This was a very
enjoyable and sometimes humorous account of his exploration of Madagascar, including a
stay at the aptly named 'Si Di Hotel'!

Brown Lemur

Village Girl

's account of his three week trek from Kathmandu to Annapurna illustrated the
awe-inspiring, but very challenging terrain he passed through. Conditions were harsh and accommodation basic - travelling light was the order of the day!
Lawrence also showed us a wide range of images taken since he joined WCC.

Barn Owl
High Force
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Eira Waterfall
Lingmoor Fell

Conversation
Piece

Envy
Last Passengers

Charles Bridge on a Winter’s Morning
Sunset at South Quays
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Nigel writes –
I took this shot in Bromsgrove in fairly
umpromising surroundings while waiting for the
rest of the family.
I liked the shadow pattern arrangement which to
me gave a bold geometric design. At home I
cropped closer to emphasise the descent and the
shadowto the light which suggested movement.
As a result of this I gave it a title –
‘The Pit and the Pendulum’.
I then put it up on Flickr where it was noticed by
‘Iphonography Central’ the on-line Magazine and
will be included in their gallery!
Think this confirms the old adage – ‘the best
camera is the one you have with you’ and
sometimes you can make ‘something of nothing’!!!

Welcome to www.Photo2020.net - the 22nd National Open Exhibition, organised by the Vale of Evesham Camera Club.
As ever the exhibition is open to any amateur UK based photographer, digital
or film based. We look forward to receiving your entries.
Photo2020 has four digital categories:
• Colour Images (overtly manipulated images should be entered in
Experimental/Creative)
• Monochrome Images
• Natural History Images (PAGB February 2018 rules apply)
• Experimental/Creative Images
The exhibition is a member of BPE with PAGB patronage (2020-20). Last year
the exhibition attracted 5,336 digital entries.

•Entries close on 29th February 2020
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Bob Oakley spotted this:-

Topaz Labs Will Start Charging for Product Upgrades!
Topaz Labs—the software company behind popular photo editing plugins
and software like DeNoise AI, Sharpen AI, and Gigapixel AI—announced
that it will start charging for product upgrades.
The announcement was made by CEO Eric Yang through the Topaz
Labs community forum, “I have an announcement that may seem like bad
news at first, but will end up being good news in the long run.
“Starting in August 2020, we will charge for product upgrades to DeNoise
AI, Sharpen AI, Gigapixel AI, and Mask AI.”
“Every company says that they value their customers. When we started Topaz Labs many years ago, we tried hard to figure out ways to show this
through actions instead of just words,” continues Yang. “One of the ways
we did this was by offering free major upgrades for all of our products.
Conceptually, this felt really good to us but within the last few years, we
started to realize something. Product development and research is
expensive!”

Rather than making your own prints for Panels or competitions there are some excellent
companies that will do it for you!
The following two have been successfully used by club members;1.

Loxley Colour - Nick Baldwin used them for his Landscape Panel
https://www.loxleycolour.com/prints/prints-mounting/photoprints#overview

2.

DS Colour Labs - Barrie Glover has used them for some time.
https://www.dscolourlabs.co.uk/

Both of these companies have a very quick ‘turn round’ time and are happy to allow you to
print a ‘test image’
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